The subject of this work is a study of the current state of modeling the flow around the blades of quadcopters, models of aerodynamic sound generation, formulation, and numerical solution of the problem of generation of rotation noise by the blades of a quadrotor type aerotaxi. The models describing the flow field around the quadrotor blades include the model of nonlinear vortices in lattices, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation (RANS, URANS), the large eddy simulation method (LES), and the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of the system of aerodynamic equations. This paper analyzes the main noise models of different types of aerodynamic origin. Gatin’s model is used to describe the noise of the quadrotor rotation, and the Ffowcs-Williams-Hawkins equation in the formulation of Farassat is used to model the noise taking into account various sound sources. However, these approaches have certain drawbacks that limit their application. The following paper uses a modern approach to modeling noise of aerodynamic origin based on the three-dimensional unsteady equation of sound propagation from a thin blade in the potential approximation, previously proposed by one of the authors of the work. Using this approach, a numerical calculation of the problem of sound generation (rotational noise) of the aerodynamic origin of a quadrotor type aerotaxi was performed.

The purpose of the study. Despite the approaches described above, there is a problem associated with achieving an acceptable noise level, i.e. its further reduction. To solve this problem, there is a need to use more accurate models that will allow research on reducing air taxi noise. Tasks of the study. In this regard, the task of modeling noise of aerodynamic origin was set and solved using a refined model of the sound generated by the interaction of the flow and air taxi blades. Research methods are based on the construction and use of a mathematical model for the generation of rotation sound generated by the joint operation of aerotaxi rotors. On this basis, the calculations of the near and far sound fields were performed. A new model for calculating the long-range sound field of a quadrotor type aerotaxi is proposed, which considers the mutual formation of the resulting sound field from the joint operation of 4 propellers. The pressure coefficient and the sound pressure level in the distant sound field were calculated, and the frequency filling of the spectrum of the generated sound wave was investigated.

Results and Conclusions. Numerical calculations of the problem of aerotaxi rotation noise generation showed that the maximum pressure level in the generated waves is in the immediate vicinity of the location of the quadrotor screws. However, the maximum value of the pressure level depends on the parameters of the problem, which vary: the thickness of the blade and the speed of the horizontal flight of the aerotaxi. As one moves away from the screws, the local maxima disappear and the wave takes the form of a flat wave. The general level of generated sound (rotational noise) is in the range of 70dB-102dB, which coincides with the results of studies of quadrotor aerotaxi, as well as taxis with the arrangement of propellers according to the aircraft type. The generated rotational noise energy is concentrated in the first 4-5 harmonics. Therefore, the noise model of aerodynamic origin proposed in this study can be used to study the rotation noise of a quadrotor type aerotaxi.
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Introduction

The need for mobile movement of small groups of people within a few hundred kilometers naturally led to the search for aircraft designs that can solve this problem. One of the solutions is a quadrotor (4 propellers) air taxi, Fig. 1. Today, there are also air taxis equipped with 6 and 8 propellers. Based on the size of existing air taxi models, such constructions can be classified as small aircraft. Structurally, air taxis are built like vertical take-off aircraft. The lift is generated by screws rotating in a horizontal plane. Air taxis differ from helicopters of the classical single-rotor design by the presence of several (4, 6, 8) symmetrically arranged propellers. The placement of the propellers, the adjustment of the blade angle to the flow, and the ability to rotate the propellers at different speeds allow the air taxi to move in the horizontal plane, performing the necessary maneuvers.

The air taxi is a relatively new type of transport, and more and more attention is being paid to its research and development. One of the problems of improving air taxis is reducing the level of aerodynamic noise. This problem is typical for helicopters and is also present in
air taxis. Acoustic noise is a source of environmental pollution that negatively affects the human psyche. A number of scientists around the world are looking for ways to reduce it. Below is a brief overview of the current research on noise from quadcopters and quadrotor air taxis.

In [8, 9] blade element theory is used as a model of the flow around the blade. In these papers, the tonal and broadband noise for different air taxi flight conditions is studied. However, the blade element model used is very simplistic, as it does not take into account compressibility and viscosity effects.

Paper [10] presents a method for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of a rotor propeller based on a combination of the discrete vortex method and the plane section method. A brief overview of the main nonlinear aerodynamic models used to calculate flow characteristics is given in [11]. In particular, these are the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS, URANS) and the method of large eddy simulation (LES). However, these approaches are rather simplified from the acoustic point of view: averaging and not taking into account small changes in the flow lead to an inaccurate physical model of sound generation.

For example, in [12], different types of noise were calculated: displacement noise, isolated rotor load noise, and quadrotor noise. To model the noise, the acoustic analogy, the Ffowcs-Williams-Hawkings equation [2] based on Lighthill's acoustic analogy, which has many questions, i.e. it is far from perfect. The Farassat [3] model is based on the idea of introducing artificial, non-existent sound sources inside a rigid blade. This model actually describes the process of sound generation by sources that do not exist in reality. Therefore, knowing the shortcomings of modelling the sound generation process, the author of this paper proposed an improved sound generation model [4], which allows studying the aerodynamic noise from the interaction of the blade with the air flow.

One of the important issues in mode, ling the noise of quadrotors is the choice of an appropriate flow model around the rotor blade and fuselage of the quadrotor. In [5], a nonlinear method of vortices in the lattice is used to calculate the loads on the blades. The calculated data are used to calculate the far sound field. Papers [6, 7] use a CFD model of increased accuracy. The accuracy of the calculation is achieved by using different numerical methods for solving the problem computational grids, for different flow regions around the blades of rotating propellers. Acoustic noise was calculated based on the Farassat model.

The existing works can be divided into three areas of research:

1) studying the flow around the quadrotor blades;
2) modeling the noise of aerodynamic origin of the blade-flow interaction; 3) the impact of acoustic noise on the human psyche.

The rotational noise that is the subject of this paper was first modelled by Gutin [1] for an aircraft propeller. However, this model is very simplified, taking into account only the load distribution along the blade span. The Ffowcs-Williams-Hawkings equation [2] is based on Lighthill's acoustic analogy, which has many questions, i.e. it is far from perfect. The Farassat [3] model is based on the idea of introducing artificial, non-existent sound sources inside a rigid blade. This model actually describes the process of sound generation by sources that do not exist in reality. Therefore, knowing the shortcomings of modelling the sound generation process, the author of this paper proposed an improved sound generation model [4], which allows studying the aerodynamic noise from the interaction of the blade with the air flow.

One of the important issues in mode, ling the noise of quadrotors is the choice of an appropriate flow model around the rotor blade and fuselage of the quadrotor. In [5], a nonlinear method of vortices in the lattice is used to calculate the loads on the blades. The calculated data are used to calculate the far sound field. Papers [6, 7] use a CFD model of increased accuracy. The accuracy of the calculation is achieved by using different numerical methods for solving the problem computational grids, for different flow regions around the blades of rotating propellers. Acoustic noise was calculated based on the Farassat model.
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Paper [10] presents a method for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of a rotor propeller based on a combination of the discrete vortex method and the plane section method. A brief overview of the main nonlinear aerodynamic models used to calculate flow characteristics is given in [11]. In particular, these are the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS, URANS) and the method of large eddy simulation (LES). However, these approaches are rather simplified from the acoustic point of view: averaging and not taking into account small changes in the flow lead to an inaccurate physical model of sound generation.

For example, in [12], different types of noise were calculated: displacement noise, isolated rotor load noise, and quadrotor noise. To model the noise, the acoustic analogy, the Ffowcs-Williams-Hawkings equation [2] based on Lighthill's acoustic analogy, which has many questions, i.e. it is far from perfect. The Farassat [3] model is based on the idea of introducing artificial, non-existent sound sources inside a rigid blade. This model actually describes the process of sound generation by sources that do not exist in reality. Therefore, knowing the shortcomings of modelling the sound generation process, the author of this paper proposed an improved sound generation model [4], which allows studying the aerodynamic noise from the interaction of the blade with the air flow.

One of the important issues in mode, ling the noise of quadrotors is the choice of an appropriate flow model around the rotor blade and fuselage of the quadrotor. In [5], a nonlinear method of vortices in the lattice is used to calculate the loads on the blades. The calculated data are used to calculate the far sound field. Papers [6, 7] use a CFD model of increased accuracy. The accuracy of the calculation is achieved by using different numerical methods for solving the problem computational grids, for different flow regions around the blades of rotating propellers. Acoustic noise was calculated based on the Farassat model.

In [8, 9] blade element theory is used as a model of the flow around the blade. In these papers, the tonal and broadband noise for different air taxi flight conditions is studied. However, the blade element model used is very simplistic, as it does not take into account compressibility and viscosity effects.
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quadrocopter operation was revealed. It was found that the noise spectrum of the quadrocopter changes with height. This is due to the variable properties of the atmosphere, in particular, the presence of turbulent phenomena. The issues of detecting quadrocopters in urban interference are discussed in [18]. Since the noise of quadrocopters differs from that of helicopters, the noise level and its spectrum differ from that of helicopters. This issue is also discussed in [18].

Recently, more and more attention has been paid to assessing the impact of quadrocopter noise radiation on the human psyche. This paper [19] first describes the main acoustic and operational characteristics of drones, as an unconventional noise source compared to conventional civil aircraft. In paper [20] notes that drone noise is specific and more annoying than road noise and aircraft noise. The impact of noise from different types of drones (quadrotors, hexacopters) on humans was studied in [21]. In particular, it was found that hexacopters have a more negative impact than quadrotors. The effect of various sources of drone-generated noise was assessed using microphones and numerical modulation in [22]. The effect of noise on humans from four different types of quadrocopters and the assessment of the psychoacoustic effect was studied [23]. This area of research is actually a continuation of the study of the impact of helicopter noise on the environment.

Almost all of the above studies are dedicated to quadrocopters, i.e. unmanned aerial vehicles. As for air taxis, there are much fewer publications on this topic. For example, paper [24] presents a CFD model of the flow around various parts of an air taxi and studies the mutual influence of the propellers and fuselage on the formation of a vortex flow. Paper [25] considers the complex problem of optimizing an air taxi flight with a number of parameters (speed, angle of attack) under certain constraints. This paper is a continuation of [7].

The results of the noise level study, when the above parameters are changed, have shown that the noise level varies from 45 dB to 120 dB depending on flight conditions and parameter optimization in different scenarios. It was found that the noise of an air taxi with 1 passenger can be completely masked by the noise of the highway at an altitude of more than 1000 feet, while the noise of an air taxi with 6 passengers can only be partially blocked by ambient noise.

Another interesting work is [26], which calculates the noise of an aircraft-type air taxi. It presents three different models: an isolated rotor configuration with 1 passenger, a full configuration with 1 passenger, and an isolated rotor configuration with 6 belt-fats. The noise comparison between the isolated rotor with 1 passenger and the full configuration shows that the vehicle fuselage can increase the sound pressure level (SPL) by up to 5 dB. An acoustic comparison of the 1 and 6-passenger configurations shows that the maximum difference in overall sound pressure level between the two configurations is 14 dB. In addition, it is shown that the noise in the single-seat and six-seat configurations is significantly lower than that of a conventional four-blade helicopter in horizontal flight. The noise impact of aircraft on the population was assessed in comparison with the background noise of the sound field. The sound pressure level calculation data without taking into account the full layout of the air taxi ranged from 77 dB for one passenger to 92 dB for 6 passengers.

1. Problem formulation

1.1. Formulation of the aerodynamics problem

To study the rotor rotation noise of quadrotors, we use the potential flow model described by the system of equations [4]:

\[
a^2 \text{div} (V\phi) - V\phi \cdot V\phi + 2V\phi \frac{\partial V\phi}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial^2 V\phi}{\partial x^2} = 0 \tag{1}
\]

– equations of motion in potential form.

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} + \frac{\nabla^2 \phi}{2} + \frac{a^2}{\gamma - 1} = \frac{U^2}{2} + \frac{a^2}{\gamma - 1} \tag{2}
\]

– Bernoulli’s equation.

If the shape of the blade’s enveloping cross-section is a function F, then the boundary condition on the blade’s surface is that the fluid does not flow through the surface:

\[
F_1 + VVF = 0 \tag{3}
\]

To solve the problem of acoustics, it is necessary to distinguish small acoustic disturbances of the flow. For this purpose, we introduce dimensionless coordinates.

1.2. Dimensionless coordinate system, formulation of the acoustics problem

We assume that the blades of the quadrotor screws are subjected to a flow with a velocity U, which generates small acoustic disturbances \( \phi \) in the process of interaction with the blades. Based on the above, the flow potential can be represented as follows:

\[
\phi = U(x + \phi') \tag{4}
\]

Let’s enter the dimensionless coordinates:
The equation describing the generation and propagation of small sound vibrations is written in the form [4]:

\[
\frac{kc}{U}\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} + \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{M_1^2} + (1 + \gamma)\frac{\epsilon}{c} \right] \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial \xi \partial \tau} + 2\frac{kc}{U} \frac{\partial f}{\partial \tau} - \frac{(\lambda c)^2}{M_1^2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial \eta^2} - \frac{c}{R} \left[ \frac{\xi}{c} \right]^2 \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial \zeta^2} = 0,
\]

where \( f(\xi, \eta, \zeta, \tau) \) is the potential of small acoustic interactions associated with small perturbations of the full flow potential by expression:

\[
\epsilon \cdot f(\xi, \eta, \zeta, \tau) = \frac{\phi'}{c}.
\]

After simplifications, boundary condition (3) will take the form:

\[
-f_{\eta} + \epsilon f_{\xi} g_{\xi} = -g_{\xi}.
\]

Equations (6) with boundary condition (8) constitute the boundary value problem for the sound potential \( f(\xi, \eta, \zeta, \tau) \). It should be noted that the boundary condition (8) is set on the inner part of the boundary of the computational domain of the sound potential. On the outer boundary of the domain, a sphere of large radius, the Sommerfeld radiation conditions are set. They are taken into account in the integral expression for the far field presented later in this paper. Since the potential is a function of time, it is necessary to specify additional initial conditions. Before the interaction with the blade, the flow was undisturbed, i.e., the potential and its time derivative are zero:

\[
f_{\xi|\tau=0} = f_{\eta|\tau=0} = 0.
\]

2. Method of solving the problem

It should be noted that the equation for the propagation of small disturbances (6), depending on the domain of realization of the flow parameters, can be of either elliptic or hyperbolic type. Therefore, standard finite-difference schemes do not allow solving such problems numerically. The numerical-analytical method developed by the author [27, 28] allows for solving such problems.

The numerical-analytical method was tested on the problems of sound generation by a helicopter blade for subsonic flow [29], studying the effect of blade curvature and shape on rotational noise [30], studying the noise of a helicopter rotor when the helicopter blade is obliquely blown [31], and the effect of variation in the cross-sectional shape along the blade span on rotational noise [32]. In the non-stationary three-dimensional problem, the 15-point scheme of the method was used.

3. Analysis of the sound near-field calculation data

As a test configuration, a radius \( R = 3 \text{ m} \) blade with a chord \( c = 0.3 \text{ m} \) was used in the air taxi. In cross-section, the blade has a NASA parabolic profile. As a result of the numerical solution of the above boundary value problem, we have numerical values of the potential and its derivatives. Since the cross-section of the blade is a thin wing profile, the behavior in the pressure wave of the near-field sound field can be studied using the pressure coefficient:

\[
C_p = 2\epsilon \cdot \left( k \cdot f_{\xi} + f_{\eta} + \frac{1}{2} \epsilon \cdot \lambda c^2 \cdot f_{\eta}^2 \right).
\]

The pressure coefficient shows how the pressure over the blade changes as the blade flows around the flow. Since the pressure coefficient is a function of the sound potential \( f \), it reflects the intensity of sound generation in different parts of the blade surface.
Let us analyze the pressure coefficient calculations made for two different specific blade thicknesses \( \delta = 0.06; 0.1 \) and two different values of the Mach number \( M = 0.1; 0.2 \) corresponding to the actual horizontal flight speeds of an air taxi. It was assumed that the rotational speed of each propeller is \( \Omega R = 220 \text{m/s} \).

![Fig. 3. The pressure coefficient](image)

The curves \( C_p \) in Fig. 2 (\( \delta = 0.06 \)) and Fig. 3 (\( \delta = 0.1 \)) show that the thickness blade disturbs the flow much less than the thickness blade. The maximum level and nature of the main series of peaks at \( \xi = 0.36 \) depend on the Mach number. Thus, for Mach number \( M = 0.2 \), the peaks \( C_p \) have larger amplitudes and are more densely distributed along the blade span than in the case of \( M = 0.1 \). In addition to the main series of perturbations realized along the blade swing, additional zones of sound generation appeared in two places at \( \xi = 0.7 \). At the same time, they are more pronounced for Mach number \( M = 0.2 \) than for Mach number \( M = 0.1 \).

### 4. Far sound field

The integral representation using the second Green's formula is generally accepted as a model of the far sound field. It allows, knowing the distribution of acoustic sources on the blade surface, to describe the sound field at each point of its existence at different distances from the area of direct sound generation. When deriving a representation of the far sound field, boundary conditions on a sphere of large radius, at a considerable distance from the blade surface, are taken into account. These conditions are the Sommerfeld radiation conditions [33]. Their essence is that with a significant increase in the radius of the sphere at infinity, the sound potential and its first derivatives tend to be zero. At the same time, the total sound energy remains constant if there is no attenuation in the medium.

The distinctive feature of each such representation is only the equation, taking into account which this integral representation is obtained. If we are talking about the three-dimensional nonstationary propagation of small sound disturbances from a thin body, a rotor blade, then this representation is given in [4]:

\[
4\pi\phi = -M_i^2 \int_s \left[ \frac{1}{R} (\phi'_\xi + \frac{1}{2} (1 + \gamma)(\phi'_\xi)^2) \right] dS_x - \\
- \frac{2M_i^2}{U} \int_s \left( \frac{\phi}{R} \right) dS_x + \\
+ \int_s \left[ \frac{1}{R} \partial_x \phi + \frac{1}{R a_n} \frac{\partial R}{\partial t} \partial_x \phi - \phi \cdot \partial_x \left( \frac{1}{R} \right) \right] dS,
\]

In work [4], representation (10) was used to numerically calculate the sound field of rotating propellers (rotational noise). The peculiarity of this problem is that the total far sound field is formed taking into account the sound generation by each of the 4 air taxi propellers, Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 Scheme of air taxi screws placement](image)
Therefore, the sound potential $\phi$ is a superposition of the sound potential of 4 rotors:

$$\phi = \phi_1 + \phi_2 + \phi_3 + \phi_4,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where

$$4\pi\phi_i = -M_i^2 \int_{S_i} \left[ \frac{1}{R} (\phi_{ix} + \frac{1}{2}(1+\gamma)\phi_{ix}^2) \right] dS_i -$$

$$- \frac{2M_i^2}{U} \int_{S_i} \phi_{ix} \frac{R}{t_i} \frac{dS_i}{2} +$$

$$+ \int_{S} \left[ \frac{1}{R} \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial n} + \frac{1}{R_a} \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial n} - \phi_i \frac{\partial}{\partial n} \left( \frac{1}{R} \right) \right] dS_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In equation (12), the index values $i = 1,...,4$ correspond to the four surfaces $S_i$ of the air taxi rotors. The far field is presented in dimensional values. This is necessary in order to perform a comparative analysis of the values obtained as a result of the calculation with the available experimental data. A square of size $[x \times z]=[-4m;4m] \times [-4m;4m]$, which covers the entire area of the air taxi propellers, was selected as the calculated area for recording the generated sound (noise) level. This allows us to see the general picture of the formation of the sound field over the air taxi as a whole.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the distribution of the sound pressure level for the case $\delta = 0.06; M = 0.1$. It should be noted that there are 4 local areas of increased sound generation in the specified computational square. These areas correspond to the locations of 4 air taxi rotors. However, the mutual influence of the sound fields of each of the air taxi rotors is such that the pressure concentration in the area of individual rotors is slightly higher than that of other rotors. The sound pressure level is in the range of 70dB-85dB. The sound pressure level decreases with increasing distance from the calculated area.

With an increase in the Mach number $M = 0.2$, Fig. 7, the pressure level increased by 3dB compared to the case of $M = 0.1$. This indicates the direct influence of the flow velocity flowing around the blade on the intensity of sound generation and its level.

Increasing the relative blade thickness to the value of $\delta = 0.1$, Fig. 8-11, resulted in a significant increase in the generated noise level to 95 dB. At the same time, the pattern of distribution of the peaks in the sound wave changed slightly: the peaks became more pronounced. With increasing distance from the control surface, the local areas of the maximum pressure level significantly decrease, levelling out with the overall sound pressure level. Thus, at a distance of $y = 5.0$ m, Fig. 9, b, the sound wave has a shape close to a plane sound wave.
Increasing the Mach number to \( M = 0.2 \), Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, resulted in a significant local variation of the sound pressure level in the area of one of the screws. This indicates that there is a significant non-stationarity in the flow, which leads to sharp changes in the sound pressure level. At the same time, the total sound pressure level increased to 105 dB. With an increase in distance from the calculation area, these peaks are smoothed out, but the total sound pressure level is 3 dB higher than in the case of \( M = 0.1 \).

Paper [26] presents data on the sound field level from the operation of 4 propellers arranged in a single row for an aircraft-type air taxi. There are 2 propellers on each of the wings of the airframe. As mentioned in the introduction, the noise from the propellers of this air taxi ranges from 77 dB to 92 dB. The noise calculations of the quadrotor type air taxi studied above fall within the same noise range. Thus, the model used in this study to calculate the noise of the aerodynamic origin of a quadrotor-type air taxi is quantitatively consistent with the available calculated data of close analogs of air taxis.

Another important characteristic of the generated sound is the spectral content of harmonics. As can be seen from Fig. 12, the main energy in the radiation spectrum is concentrated in the first 7-8 harmonics for the case of \( \delta = 0.06; M = 0.1 \). The activation of the harmonic near 400 Hz is also noticeable (light ridge in Fig. 12, a). With increasing Mach number \( M = 0.2 \) and
blade thickness δ = 0.1, the sound energy is concentrated in the first 4-5 harmonics.

**Fig. 10.** Sound pressure level, dB:
- a) y = 0.5 m
- b) y = 1.0 m

**Fig. 11.** Sound pressure level, dB:
- a) y = 2.0 m
- b) y = 5.0 m

**Fig. 12.** Frequency spectrum of a sound wave:
- a) δ = 0.06; M = 0.1
- b) δ = 0.1; M = 0.1
- c) δ = 0.1; M = 0.2

**Discussion**

The problem solved above is one of the possible variants of modeling the rotational noise of the aerodynamic origin of a quadrotor-type air taxi. The three-dimensional unsteady flow model used in the potential approximation has certain limitations. However, these limitations relate to the vortex noise, not to the rotational noise, which is described quite accurately in the potential approximation. Nevertheless, the existing Gutin and Fowkes-Williams-Hawking models are not accurate compared to the model used in this paper, since they do not physically correctly extract
sound from unsteady flow. The solved problem does not take into account the secondary wave reflected from the air taxi fuselage. However, this will not affect the maximum sound pressure level, since the reflected wave is already significantly attenuated. This issue can be taken into account in a further study when a model using the secondary flow around the air taxi blade is applied.

Conclusions

The paper analyses the studies on modelling the flow around the blades of quadrotors and the methods for calculating the acoustic field generated by the aerodynamic interaction of the flow and the blades.

The problem of generating rotational noise by the blades of a quadrotor-type air taxi is formulated and numerically solved in the potential approximation. The energy of the generated rotational noise is concentrated in the first 4-5 harmonics. Thus, the noise model of aerodynamic origin proposed in this paper can be used to study the rotational noise of quadrotor-type air taxis.

In further research, it is planned to study the noise of air taxis generated during various malfunctions.
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МОДЕЛЮВАННЯ АЕРОДИНАМІЧНОГО ШУМУ АЕРОТАКСІ КВАДРОТОРНОГО ТИПУ
Петро Лук’янов, Олег Душеба

Предметом даної роботи є дослідження сучасного стану моделювання течії навколо лопатей квадрокоптерів, моделей генерації звуку аеродинамічного походження, постановка та чисельне розв’язання задачі генерації шуму обертання лопатями аеротаксі квадроторного типу. До моделей, що описують поле течії навколо лопатей квадрокоптерів слід віднести моделі нелінійних вихорів у гратах, осередженої за Рейнольдсом рівняння Нав’є–Стокса (RANS, URANS), метод моделювання великих вихорів (LES), а також пряме чисельне моделювання (DNS) системи рівнянь аеродинаміки. У роботі виконано аналіз основних моделей шуму аеродинамічного походження різного типу. Для опису шуму обертання квадрокоптера користуються моделлю Гутіна, а для моделювання шуму з урахуванням різних звукових джерел використовують рівняння Фоукас–Ульямыса–Хокінгса у формулюванні Фарассата. Однак ці підходи мають певні недоліки, що обмежують зазначені моделі у застосуванні. У наведеній нижче роботі використано сучасний підхід моделювання шуму аеродинамічного походження на основі 3-х вимірного нестационарного рівняння поширення звуку від тонкої лопаті в потенційному наближенні. Використовуючи даний підхід, виконано чисельний розрахунок задачі генерації звуку, що використовується для моделювання часового наповнення спектра звукової хвилі, що генерується аеротаксі квадроторного типу. Методи дослідження. Незважаючи на описані вище підходи, існує проблема, пов’язана з досягненням прийнятного рівня шуму, тобто його подальшим зниженням. Для вирішення цієї проблеми існує необхідність використання більш точних моделей, які дозволяють проводити дослідження щодо зменшення шуму аеротаксі.

Задачі дослідження. У зв’язку з цим була поставлена і вирішена задача моделювання шуму аеродинамічного походження з використанням уточненої моделі звуку, що генерується при взаємодії потоку і лопатей по- вітряного та різних звукових полів. Запропоновано нову модель звука аеротаксі квадроторного типу, що враховує взаємне формування результуючого звукового поля від спільної роботи 4-х гвинтів. Виконано розрахунок коефіцієнта тиску, рівня звукового тиску в дальньому звуковому полі, досліджено частотне наповнення спектра звукової хвилі, що генерується аеротаксі квадроторного типу. При використанні моделі звука, що генерується при взаємодії потоку і лопатей по- вітряного та різних звукових полів, сформульовано рівняння розрахунку звукового потоку, що враховує взаємне формування результуючого звукового поля від спільної роботи 4-х гвинтів. Виконано розрахунок коефіцієнта тиску, рівня звукового тиску в дальньому звуковому полі, досліджено частотне наповнення спектра звукової хвилі, що генерується аеротаксі квадроторного типу.

Результати та висновки. Числові розрахунки задачі генерації шуму обертання аеротаксі показали, що максимальні рівня тиску в хвилі, що генеруються, знаходяться в безпосередній близькості від розташування гвинтів квадротора. Однак значення максимумів рівня тиску залежить від параметрів задачі, що варіюються: товщини лопаті і швидкості
горизонтального польоту аеротаксі. У міру віддалення від гвинтів локальні максимуми зникають і хвиля набуває форми плоскої хвилі. Загальний рівень генерованого звуку (шуму обертання) знаходиться в межах 70 дБ -102 дБ, що збігається з результатами досліджень квадроторного аеротаксі, а також таксі з розташуванням гвинтів за літаковим типом. Енергія шуму обертання, що генерується, зосереджена у перших 4-5 гармоніках. Отже, запропонована у роботі модель шуму аеродинамічного походження може бути використання для вивчення шуму обертання аеротаксі квадроторного типу.

Ключові слова: генерація звуку обертання аеротаксі; розрахунок характеристик звукового поля.
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